Developing regional leaders is important to the future success of the Orlando region. That’s why regional leadership is a primary focus of the Orlando Economic Partnership (the Partnership). Leadership Orlando, America’s largest community leadership program, recruits, cultivates and encourages established and emerging leaders from across the seven-county region to better serve Central Florida. Through this one-of-a-kind experiential curriculum, you will explore regional assets, gain insight into the hottest topics from local leaders and connect with other professionals.

"It is an incredible honor to be chosen as the chair of Leadership Orlando Class 98. I am truly humbled and look forward to connecting with each member of the class. My message for Class 98 is to be a catalyst for positive change in the community. I challenge the class to take an active role in creating a culture of positivity where our life is an example and the lives of those we touch are enriched.”

CHAIR
Leonard K. Spencer
Senior Manager, Supplier Diversity
Walt Disney Parks & Resorts
ENRICH Our Family of Communities
EXPAND Personal and Professional Networks
ENHANCE Your Knowledge of Central Florida
EXPLORE Regional Issues and Assets
ENGAGE with Established and Emerging Leaders

Are you on the outside looking in? Are you ready to use your expertise and passion to advance a cause that will change and strengthen our region? Do you want to step inside the circle of decision-making that is shaping the future? Are you ready to raise your hand in service to our family of communities?

Through this one-of-a-kind experiential curriculum, you will learn the most important aspect of leadership – you can follow a leader or BE ONE!

See for yourself how, since 1975, Leadership Orlando recruits, cultivates and encourages established and emerging leaders to better serve the Central Florida region.

If you are interested in an upcoming Leadership Orlando class, contact:

Danielle Permenter
Senior Director, Community Development
danielle.permenter@orlando.org
P/ 407.835.2444

301 E. Pine Street, Suite 900 // Orlando, Florida 32801 // leadershiporlando.org

About the Orlando Economic Partnership
The Orlando Economic Partnership is a public-private, not-for-profit economic and community development organization that works to advance broad-based prosperity by strengthening Orlando’s economy, amplifying Orlando’s story, championing regional priorities, empowering community leaders and building a brilliant region. These five foundational objectives serve to improve the region’s competitiveness while responding to the needs of communities, residents and businesses.